Introduction
Seismicity in the United Kingdom is relatively low which necessarily implies it is difficult to assign a quantitative seismic risk. Beyond this difficulty it is also necessary to devise a scheme which not only predicts the occurrence of earthquakes but one which is also capable of predicting the perception of ground motion associated with an earthquake occurrence. It is shown here that by combining appropriate earthquake occurrence statistics -Gumbel's (1958) third type asymptotic distribution of extreme values -Gumbel I11 -with a function dependent on the perceptible radii for particular levels of ground motion, it is possible to predict the average probability of perception for any level of ground disturbance. The results using intensity as an estimator of ground motion within the United Kingdom also show that earthquakes with body-wave magnitude just over five are those most likely to be perceived at any realizable level of ground motion, and so earthquake data around this magnitude may well be used for general design purposes within the UK.
Earthquake Occurrence
Historical data on British earthquakes largely comes from the work of Davison (1924) and is mainly macroseismic in character; data on more recent earthquakes is added from several sources (Dollar 1949; Crampin, Jacob & Neilson 1972; Lilwall & Riddle 1973; Tillotson 1974) . Equivalent body-wave magnitudes are assigned to the historical earthquakes using published data on felt areas and Lilwall's (1976) macroseismic formula. Extreme value distributions are used here to analyse recurrence rates and so only the larger earthquakes are relevant for which the data are generally more reliable. The extreme value probability P. W. Burton distribution PN(m) for N year extremes of the Gumbel 111 asymptotic type (Willmore & Burton 1976 ) is given for earthquakes of magnitude m by
where w is the upper magnitude limit, u is the characteristic magnitude value during the N year extreme interval and X measures the curvature of the distribution. Six-year extremes are chosen for N to mitigate against both the effect of years with 'missing' extreme values and low magnitude values which are ill-determined at the threshold of detection. Gumbel I11 is fitted to the data rather than the double exponential Gumbel I asymptotic type because Gumbel I11 gives smaller values of chi-squared, and secondly it has recently been demonstrated by Knopoff & Kagan (private communication) that an upper magnitude limit to earthquake occurrence is necessary if the rate of strain release is to remain finite.
The three parameters w , u , X are determined by linearizing equation ( Table 1 . These calculations of m u using equation (3) cannot transgress the magnitude parameter w but a magnitude over five is seen to dominate Table 1 . Perception of ground motion
The prediction of earthquake occurrence alone is not sufficient. It is also necessary to predict the probability of perception of the different levels of ground motion associated with earthquake occurrence. To this end the following calculation is made :
where P, is the probability of occurrence of a magnitude m earthquake and Pc is an estimator of the probability that a point within the United Kingdom is within the area for which an earthquake of magnitude m causes ground motion at least at the level of x . P, is estimated from equation (1). The ground motion parameter x is here taken to be the Modified Mercalli Intensity and the areas contained within any isoseismal for the United Kingdom may be calculated from Lilwall's (1976) n Hence Pc may be estimated for the land mass of the United Kingdom.
Results and conclusion
The values obtained for perceptibility Pp are plotted in Fig. 1 for a variety of intensity levels. Results specifying Pp(m Ix) where x is acceleration, velocity or displacement can also be obtained. The most striking feature of Fig. 1 is the peak which arises because equation (4) is the product of two functions; Pe decreases with increasing magnitude while Pc increases, and the product Pp exhibits a peak around magnitude 5% for intensity. For a surface-focus earthquake, which is not physically realizable, the magnitude 5% earthquake is the most likely earthquake to be perceived at any level of intensity within the United Kingdom.
Introducing a depth parameter necessarily displaces the probabilities of perception Pp .
Using h2 t k2 of 500, a nominal 10 km depth with a focal volume correction of k = 20, gives the dotted curves in Fig. 1 . The shift in magnitude at the maximum of each curve and the associated depression of probability is greater at higher values of intensity. Secondly it is apparent that the probability distribution is not symmetrical about its peak value; once the peak value has been reached the probabilities at higher magnitudes rapidly fall away. This behaviour is inherent to the observed earthquake occurrences, and to the Gumbel 111 distribution which is nearly linear at intermediate magnitudes, but curves away from this linear region as the asymptotic upper limit o is approached. The point of maximum curvature may be analytically defined as a riskiest earthquake magnitude but it is clear that Fig. 1 gives the earthquake engineer a magnitude-range criterion from which he may select a suite of earthquakes suitable for design purposes. The associated risk levels are of order per year for experiencing an intensity of VI from an earthquake of magnitude around 5%, but rise to the order per year for intensity VI when the integrated probability for all earthquakes of magnitude greater than five is considered. However, the earthquake engineer should not blindly apply this criterion but must also consider other contributions to hazard at specific sites, such as variations in local soil conditions and the proximity of unstable geological structures. Our knowledge of the magnitudes of historical earthquakes, and of attenuation laws, would also benefit from further study, and this would lead to improvements in these estimates of seismic risk. This technique may easily be extended to other regions with welldocumented historical seismicity. It also has a particularly general application in that it identifies those earthquakes which are most perceptible when the level of ground motion is considered. These earthquakes will not necessarily cause the maximum damage possible, the rarer events nearer to the asymptotic upper limit w will do this, but they will be perceptible and cause damage on the greater number of occasions.
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